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1: Doonesbury Deluxe: Selected Glances Askance by G.B. Trudeau
Doonesbury Deluxe: Selected Glances Askance [G. B. Trudeau] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Takes a close-up look at America in the s, from Star Wars and Iranscam to Rick and Joanie struggling
with parenthood and Mike and J.J. pioneering in New York City.

Still as a battered helmet for the next 4 years? The same things wich battered the helmet still batter the helmet,
figuratively of course. Anyone have any idea which appeared first? Who can forget Duke as Governor of
American Samoa? As Ambassador to China? As a hostage in Iran? Or as a zombie? I will make the move. In
the list of "Other characters, and their inspirations," Doc Edgerton is listed. Ford quote The Gerald Ford quote
"There are only three major vehicles to keep us informed as to what is going on in Washington: Does anyone
have an original source for this quote, or any variation of it? Oh, and it IS Windows only, sorry Also someone
could mention the Duke figure published with the first editions of the Action Figure! When characters first
appeared, had major events, and last appearances? Michael Doonesbury first appearance: Mark Slackmeyer
first appearance: If anyone wants to contribute, please do. Perhaps we can work it into a subpage of the
Doonesbury page later on. Have a look at User: In part because I think it was the first time a comic strip not a
single "editorial cartoon" was making big, and explicit, political statements Pogo worked by analogy. As an
example, I remember that the famous cartoon showing the white house being "bricked up" the bricks as if
covering the panel itself , and I think also the reverse, the bricks being taken down, appeared in my high
school history textbook. I would suggest that the guilty guilty guilty strip be used: IMO the "first" cartoon is
not very interesting except to fans: You can just type in the correct format for any date. Amazing to see how
far Doonesbury came in just three years -- from rather lame satire to some heavy stuff. An argument for
including two strips, I think -- the first, and that. I would probably only restore "the first" for the style section,
if you can also find a recent strip that features Mike and B. But she was a major character through most of the
s, as a roommate to Joanie Caucus, when both attended law school in California. This sentence starts out the
criticism section, followed by an unsupported claim about blasphemy without any time-related context,
followed by two events which have occurred less than three years ago. This hardly constitutes, to me, a
life-long attempt to censor Doonesbury. And the criticism has followed Doonesbury nearly non-stop over its
thirty-five year history. The results of the poll are not recorded. The Adirondack Daily Enterprise delayed
printing of three Doonesbury Strips in July where the fictional Congressman Ventura took a lady applying for
a staff position out to a motel and The Billings Gazette, Billings, MT, also had a reader poll at the end of ,
with a decision announced in The Minneapolis Star had African-American men picketing their offices in
December after the "60s revival party" strip. The campaign related to a scandal in the House involving
members taking expensive gifts from a Korean businessman. The Deseret News in Utah ran one anti-Reagan
sequence all at once because they felt it was too personal of an attack. The subject of Polish jokes caused the
strip to be pulled in Milwaukee in July Of all your examples above, I do not see a single one which would
qualify as real "censorship", let alone a campaign by conservatives to have the strip censored. For the rest of
the wording of that sentence, feel free to modify it. IIRC, This is one of the reasons the main reason? Does
anybody have anything on this? Is it worth mentioning in this article? Have you looked on Doonesbury. Can
we provide any citations for this? Blair, Walter, and Hamlin Hill. From Poor Richard to Doonesbury. From
Poor Richard to Doonesbury -- it seems more likely that the author is characterising the history and scope of
American humorists en masse as constituting the Great American Novel. And you can quote me. I wanted to
see what the book contained, which is why I asked if anyone knew if a copy could be had. The "Great
American Novel" section is indeed exclusively about the book by Roth. However, I was able to get some
material regarding Doonesbury in , including the original source for the Gerald Ford quote. I thought it was
Roland Burton Hedley, Jr. I suppose, if worded correctly, it could be actually worked into the article.
However, the "III" appears on the official Doonesbury website. In April Doonesbury re-visited the
circumstances where B. While I think it may be notable, I think we should wait until the plot cycle is further
along to summarize it. Today, we have revealed for us the fact that B. This will turn out to be the pivotal
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moment of B. Why not wait a month or so? Next week it could all be a Bobby-Ewing-style dream. An APC
Something else? My vote is a Humvee , based on the gun turret in the April 25th comic. I suggest that the
section on the musical be moved to a new article. The description is incomplete anyway - the action of Act II
is still missing from the article, save for the finale. Some of the material on that page is repepetitive with this
one, but I suppose that could be cleared up if necessary. Clinton as a floating waffle, Buchanan as a bomb, etc,
etc. I know there were more -- anyone want to fill out that list? The amount of space devoted to it almost
makes it seem like the only "characteristic style" Trudeau has is replacing politicians with symbols. Anyway
the list that I can think of is 1. Bush, Point of light; 2. David Duke, Swastika; 3. Bill Clinton, levitating waffle;
4. Newt Gingritch, bomb; 5. Bush, originally a point of light like his dad, then a point of light with a cowboy
hat, then an asterisk with a cowboy hat, then an asterisk with a roman helmet; 6. As a basic principle, you
should avoid list-making in entries. Wikipedia is not a list repository. Lists of links, if warranted, should have
their own entry: Lists stand-alone lists for detail. Instead of giving a list of items, the significant items should
be mentioned naturally within the text. Which actually should also mean that the lists of primary and
secondary characters should get forked off, eventually, into, say List of primary and secondary characters in
Doonesbury. Listcruft which is just an essay, and has no real official standing. I like the separate, titled
paragraph for the political icons. Just thought it was worth a mention. Washington Post Magazine article. The
strip started in and Mike was in the workforce during the Reagan years. The strip underwent a significant
change after Trudeau returned to it from a 22 month hiatus from January to October , during which he helped
create a Doonesbury Broadway production. Copy and pasted from the Wikipedia article. Character section I
decided that although it is good for the character list to have its own page, the Characters section in this article
should at least say who the main characters are. Bush or any of his subordinates said anything about it? Bush
is known for not giving his critics much ammunition, by not responding to them unlike his father--check out
the back cover of, I think, "Read my Lips, Make my Day, Eat Quiche and Die! Thompson was quoted on one,
and an Alabama newspaper on another. Every cartoon has its critics. I seem remember a few articles in
different newspapers criticising it only for not being funny. Universal Press Syndicate template While I
appreciate user Iguana nirvana14 making the Universal Press Syndicate template, I am not sure it is necessary
-- none of these strips have much in common, nominally, other than the fact that the money for them comes
from the same source. This is kind of like putting recording artists from the same record label on a template
together -- ok, they have the same distrubutor, but what is unifying about the content? There is considerable
printed material available on the strip â€” not the least of which is the introductions to the collections â€” and
the website is the kind that I would expect to source even some of its own claims.
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Doonesbury Deluxe has ratings and 5 reviews. In his fifth major Doonesbury anthology, Garry Trudeau gives us America
in the '80s, from Star Wars and.

He seems to have jumped the plot forward during the break eg Mike and JJ got married however it may be that
my books are misleading me. Any new information would be invaluable. Some of the original characters are
based on real people at Yale of that era. Jim Andrews, of the Universal Press Syndicate, spotted the strip and
syndicated it commercially in around In its early years Doonesbury was set almost entirely at the University
never named at the time, but based on Yale and later referred to as Walden and at Walden commune, where
many of the characters lived. Over twenty five years on Trudeau is still managing to produce strips which
reflect how America is today, make strong points, and yet are still funny. Long may he continue! Originally
from Tulsa, Oklahoma. Educated at the University, where the core of the Doonesbury cast met and lived at
Walden Commune. Married JJ see below. Carried on living in the Commune after university but moved to
New York after getting a job in an ad agency there where his first campaign was promoting Reagan to black
voters! Also worked on the campaign to re-elect Lacey Davenport, to promote smoking to young "entry level"
smokers, and for "Safe Whoopie" in the first pass by Trudeau on the AIDS message. He and JJ split up for a
while when she changed his haircut the last straw but they got it back to together again. Later drifted apart
again over Nichole, separated, and got make together when JJ had their child live on cable! He and JJ split
again, for what looks like the last time, when she ran off with Zeke. Mike got custody of Alex. He has just
started a relationship with Kim. Always pictured wearing a helmet be it football, army or LAPD. The token
right winger in the early strips. Volunteered to go to Vietnam to avoid his term paper where he met Phred.
Long time boyfriend of Boopsie. After University moved to L. Then joined the LAPD. After Trudeau killed
off his only gay character Andy Lippincote Trudeau arranged for Mark to discover, after being visited in a
dream by Andy, that he too was gay. Zonker Harris - the hippy His only real enthusiasms at University were
drugs, tanning and talking to his houseplants who spoke back. With what was left bought a title, Viscount St.
Joan Joanie Caucus - lawyer Picked up by Mike and Mark on their motorcycle combination when she was
running away from her husband. Joined the commune and found herself. Was encouraged to go to law school.
While at law school acted as campaign manager for her room mate Virginia who was standing for congress as
a term project! Through this she met Rick Redfern, who was a reporter on the campaign, and who she later
married and Lacey Davenport, who was the winning candidate. Her opening line was "Whee! Appeared nude
in Playboy while at University. Went out to California as a starlet and has never quite made it. Mainly worked
in teenflicks with typical casting being "third topless girl in shower". Caught the new age bug early so that
Trudeau could have a dig at Shirley MacLaine. Channeller for a 21, year old warrior named Hunk Ra. Finally
married DB the second time around BD did a runner the first time. Appeared a lot in the Walden days but not
seen much since. Last major appearance was as the potential "other woman" for Mike at a Walden re-union,
although Trudeau, in a fit of absent mindedness renamed her Nicole. JJ promptly announced she was pregnant.
Bernie - the mad scientist Not seen for many years now but in the early years always good for a single strip or
a short run where he would blow himself up, turn himself into a werewolf or go back in time. Recently he
reappeared as the owner of a major league software house whose products rival Netscape. Like Thompson a
drug user with style. She and Duke were actually married for a few weeks, when she went to Bejing at the
time of the democracy protest, had to seek asylum at the US embassy, and could only be got out by marrying
Duke. Moved with him to NY to work as a performance artist. Extremely bizarre stuff it was too. When Mike
was unemployed she worked as a taxi driver to bring some money. In a moment of madness left Mike for
Zeke. In the days when Mike had a job she was looked after by Zonker. Married her and worked for some
months for "People" magazine before moving back to Washington Post when Joanie started working for
Lacey. Tries very hard to be a modern father, and succeeds occasionally. Adopted by the Rosenthals. Her first
words were "Big Mac". This series of strips was unusually as there was no connection between the Rosenthals
and any other Doonesbury character. Kim cropped up again many years later during the debate about children
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of Asian being higher achievers and then disappeared again. Recently he and JJ met again and she ran off with
him. Lacey Davenport - congresswoman Based on Millicent Fenwick, the former Republican congresswoman
who died in Lacey is a perfect lady but tough as anything. Married to Dick, an ornithologist, after living in sin
with him for 35 years. Lacey has sat on various committees over the years, giving Trudeau the perfect vehicle
for discussing or highlighting issues which interest him. Re-elected on a write in vote. Ran for Congress
against Lacey as her seminar project with Joanie as her campaign manager and Zonker as her media person.
Re-appeared later and stood against Lacey on a drug free ticket. Scott Sloan - radical priest A character from
the University years. Set up a coffeehouse for students and introduced himself as "the fighting young priest
who can talk to the young". Dated Joanie for a while. Took over Walden as a refugee centre when Mike and JJ
left. More recently founded his own church based at Walden. He has since cropped up as a TV reporter in
many plot lines, often asking questions of real politicians. Usually seen sporting interesting headware. Has two
phones and a fax in his car. Does group therapy by mobile phone. Comrade Phred - terrorist Met BD in
Vietnam where they became firm friends, although being on opposite sides. Was involved in some good
storylines about Cambodian refugees and then came to America as Vietnamese Ambassador to the UN. Sadly
not seen for a long time now. He also claimed to have single handedly caused the recession through simple
carelessness: Later worked in Wall Street, was convicted of fraud, was pardoned by Reagan and released.
Unfortunately for her he was gay. Alice and Elmont - Washington homeless Alice first appeared as a character
in a Duke storyline where she sold Duke the idea of doing a film of the life of John DeLorean. Re-appeared
when Rick did a feature on the homeless in Washington. While she is very smart and streetwise Elmont is
decidly unhinged, although he does come out with some very funny lines. Alice and Elmont later got married
in a bus station with Scott Sloan as priest in an attempt to force the government to house them. First appeared
as the only rebel student in a morass of "pre-med flamers", his philosophy being "we were put here to party".
Injured, but recovered and then spent some time working in a refugee camp. Originally invented by Mike
when he was doing an ad campaign for a cigarette company aimed at recruiting young smokers, Mr Butts
followed him around while he agonised about whether or not he should be doing that sort of work. Trudeau
also used Mr Butts and Mr Jay a joint and the divine Miss N a packet of nicoteen chewing gum to make some
points about the difference in treatment between cannabis and tobacco. Mr Butts then went to the Gulf so that
Trudeau could have a dig at US cigarette companies who were distributing free smokes to the troops. Last
seen distributing dope cookies to AIDS sufferers. Attacked by Trudeau for his mob connections. He was
portrayed as weak, indecisive and bereft of his own ideas. Trudeau came up with a new way of drawing a real
person: Bush was simply a disembodied voice. J Danforth "Danny" Quayle Inspired by his portrayal of Bush
as a disembodied voice Trudeau made Quayle also be a disembodied voice, but with a feather attached.
Donald Trump Unusually Trump was actually seen in Doonesbury strips, although initially only from the
back. Trudeau followed him from his glory days to his fall, and involved him with several other Doonesbury
characters including Duke and Honey, who worked on the "Trump Princess" and JJ, who painted murals on
the ceilings of his bathrooms. Elvis Turned up on the "Trump Princess" he really had been captured by aliens.
Now overweight and balding. The only problem turned out to be that Elvis now only sang John Denver
material now.
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3: Formats and Editions of Doonesbury deluxe : selected glances askance [www.enganchecubano.com]
Scanning for Doonesbury Deluxe Selected Glances Askance Ebook Download Do you really need this document of
Doonesbury Deluxe Selected Glances Askance Ebook Download It takes me 58 hours just to attain the right download
link, and another 8 hours to validate it.

With over daily strips and 80 full-color Sunday pages, this is satire, and Doonesbury, at its best. There is only
some very minor corner wear but this book is still in very nice condition. No collection of Doonesbury items is
complete without this book. Check out the scan for the cover. All previous buyers of my Peanuts books have
been completely satisfied. I have many others available; please inquire. The book will be sent via media mail
in the USA to minimize shipping costs. I will combine shipping to reduce charges for multiple items. Priority
mail is also available. If interested, please inquire. Credit cards are accepted through PayPal. Please see my
auctions and my eBay store for a wide variety of sports and non-sports collectibles. All items are packed with
care to insure safe delivery. Please contact me if you have any questions. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items. Shipping and handling This item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Worldwide No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country: There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for
the ZIP Code.
4: Doonesbury Deluxe by Gary B. Trudeau () | eBay
Doonesbury Deluxe Epub Download It takes me 30 hours just to catch the right download link, and another 4 hours to
validate it. Internet could be heartless to us who looking for free thing.

5: Doonesbury Deluxe : Selected Glances Askance-ExLibrary | eBay
Doonesbury Deluxe by G. B Trudeau and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
www.enganchecubano.com

6: Top shelves for Doonesbury Deluxe
Not only does "Doonesbury Deluxe" ( edition by Gary B. Trudeau)summarize the early and mid s, it also provides an old
base reference for the current series. Being an avid Doonesbury fan, this book was a must-have and I got it when it first
came out.

7: - Doonesbury Deluxe: Selected Glances Askance by G. B Trudeau
Doonesbury Deluxe: Selected Glances Askance. Contains daily strips published Oct. 1, to April 4, and 82 Sunday strips
from Sept. 30, to April 5, (about 67% of strips published during this time).

8: Talk:Doonesbury/Archive 1 - Wikipedia
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

9: TallPaul: Doonesbury
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In his fifth major Doonesbury anthology, Garry Trudeau gives us America in the '80s, from Star Wars and Iranscam to
Rick and Joanie struggling with parenthood. With over daily strips and 80 full-color Sunday pages, this is satire, and
Doonesbury, at its best.
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